
Managing Director for EDAC Group companies in Europe, Middle East and Africa. This includes the EDAC and MH Connector brands. I have 

 in the electronic components industry, within the electromechanical and interconnect sector. It really is my pleasure to be here, 

leading the EDAC Europe family from our European Headquarters in Northamptonshire, United Kingdom. Since joining, I have been focussing on the customer 

experience . We have made some small changes to the team, added some experienced sales and support staff, and promoted others. Because of these 

changes, and the extensive stocks we hold in Europe, I believe our service levels to be some of the highest in the industry. We are also bolstering our 

distribution network to make sure our products are available via the choice of our customers, with partners who can technically support our products.  Our 

connector roots started in 1966 in  Ontario, Canada and we will be celebrating our 50th birthday at the next Electronica!  EDAC has always been a recognised 

manufacturer of high quality Rack and Panel, Card Edge, Press Fit, RJ45 MagJacks and waterproof connectors. However, I see that our differentiator is our 

custom connector service. We are in a unique position as a privately owned global organisation, to be able to invest in designs specifically for our customers, 

 
 

where an off-the- r their application. This is where EDAC Custom Connectors make 

concept to production in as little as 12 

weeks. We have a dedicated, experienced engineering team in Toronto, Canada, ready to build drawings and specifications 

er 

priced, better quality unique connector. Maybe that is why Custom Connectors is our fastest growing area.  I hope to see 

you at Electronica where we can demonstrate how we have helped our customers with this service! 
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Free up Real Estate  Combining the 
individual components into one housing cuts 
the PCB real estate used by 50%. 
 
Noise Reduction  Today

communication speeds increase, which can 
be EMI, RFI, cross talk and jitter. With the 
individual components inside the RJ45 
housing the number of exposed components 
is decreased, also the signal path is cut, all of 
which significantly reduce the system noise. 
 

On our booth at Electronica 2014, there is the opportunity to win a Parrot AR. 
Drone 2.0 Power Edition. It is a quadricopter that can be controlled intuitively 
using an iPad, iPhone or iPod touch. The AR.Drone allows you to view the earth 
from above in high definition and comes with a built-in HD camera that records 
your flight and sends the images back straight to your Apple device! And just 
by visiting us on Booth 255, Hall B4 this Parrot Drone could be yours! 

EDAC (Europe) Ltd, Wellingborough, NN8 6UF, UK 
Email eu.enquiries@eu.edac.net  Tel +44 1933 427300  

Visit us online edac.net  

Win a Parrot Drone with EDAC! 

EDAC are at Electronica again on Booth 255 in Hall B4. We will be displaying our large range of RJ45, USB, Rack and Panel and Waterproof 
connectors, alongside our superior range of Card Edge connector products that we call cardEDGE+. EDAC is fast becoming the connector 
manufacturer of choice for bespoke, custom-made connectors. In this special Electronica Newsletter, and on our booth, we explain how 
EDAC Custom Connectors can make your design something really special.  

Magnetic Jack connectors are a 
combination of up to 10 discrete 
components. Normally you would need an 
RJ45 modular connector, impedance 
matching transformers, 2 LEDs, 4 
termination resistors, 1 high voltage 
capacitor and sometimes common mode 
chokes as well. With a Magnetic Jack, 
these are not needed as it is all contained 
within one unit. 
connectors are used in applications that 
employ 10Base-T, 10/100Base-T, 
1000Base-T Gigabit and come with or 
w

Maximise Efficiency  In engineering, 
purchasing, inventory management and 
manufacturing, you use 1 component 
instead of 10. This means faster design,  
simplifying of the purchasing process, 
streamlined inventory management and  
reduction in the manufacturing time. 
 
Reliability  Magnetics are often the 
least reliable component on the PCB.  
By keeping the magnetics and other 
components inside the RJ45 housing 
they are protected, which eliminates 
accelerated and unexpected field 
failures.  
 
 

Free up your real estate and clean up your  
signal with a MagJack connector 

Inside this newsletter 

- EDAC Custom Connectors 
 

- cardEDGE+ High quality card 
edge connectors 
 

- MagJacks explained 
 

- EDAC Waterproof Connectors 

EDAC Waterproof Connectors  IP67, dependable and competitively priced! 
-to-Wire and Wire-to-Board series was 

designed for both extreme moisture and non-submersion applications supporting both low-level 
signal and power requirements up to 12 Amps and 300 Volts. They are available in pitch sizes of 
2.0 mm to 5.08 mm and have an operating temperature range of -40oC to + 105oC. The series 
features silicone rubber gaskets, either pre-installed in the all-in-one plug and receptacle housings 
or loose and can accommodate wire from 28-14 AWG with either thin or standard wire insulation. 
More information available at edac.net 
 

 One piece connector  with a one piece body, no other parts except contacts are 
required. 
 

 Secure latching system  plug and receptacle connectors will remain mated even 
under severe vibration and shock. 
 

 Field serviceable  using removable crimp contacts allows connections to be changed 
or modified in the field. 
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EDAC Custom Connectors 
Design your own custom connector with 
EDAC. A connector made to your spec! 
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Give your PCB the EDGE+ 
 

EDAC cardEDGE+  
High quality card edge connectors 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Application:  Signal interface for high precision industrial measuring probes  

 

Our customer needed to save assembly and production time as they were previously assembling a 

similar product themselves. We designed a solution that saved them valuable manufacturing time as 

well as time and cost related to procuring component parts. Our product came with additional features 

including a high temperature insulator to assist the customer s solder process, and an integral key to 

prevent mis-mating of the male and female parts. 

 

Custom Connector Case Study 2: Male & Female Micro 14 way Circular Connector 

At EDAC, we pride ourselves on our Custom 
Connector solutions. We can manufacture a 
Made-to-Spec  product where an off-the-shelf  
connector is simply not good enough. We are 
able to move from concept to production in 12 
weeks, with prototypes in as little as 4 weeks. 
Flexible tooling options and low minimum order 
quantities are available. 
 
We have an experienced engineering team 
based in Toronto, Canada ready to build a 
specification and drawings with a fast 
turnaround. Soft tooling samples are also an 
option. 
 

Custom Connector Case Study 3: 45 degree Dual Card Edge Connector 

Additionally, all of our standard range of connectors, such as Rack and Panel, cardEDGE+, RJ45 etc., can be modified to a specific requirement.  
Email us at eu.enquiries@eu.edac.net to talk to an engineer. 

Application:  Alternative Energy Generation: Control Bus  

 

Here our customer needed ultra-reliable connectors. They manufacture hard to access 

alternative energy generation units where the cost to send a service engineer is extremely 

high. Our solution was heavy gold plating on active contact parts for consistency of 

interconnection. The Press fit tails were incorporated into the contact design to save 

assembly time. tuning fork  contact design provides the 

dependable connection of modules desired for demanding locations and environments. 

Custom Connector Case Study 1: Male & Female Press-Fit Connector 

Application:  Money notes collector  gaming machines  

 

Our customer needed an improved contact design resulting in better contact retention 

and resistance to humidity. We designed a superior insulator which resulted in increased 

durability, vibration and shock resistance. Our connector offered better dielectric 

withstanding voltage and temperature cycling. The customer was extremely satisfied as 

they received their own design, whilst offering substantial cost reductions to their 

previous solution. 

Some reasons why a custom solution is needed: 
 Quick release system where there is a trip 

hazard. 
 Unique, non-standard connector to 

prevent non-approved cable insertion. 
 Polarised or keyed  system to prevent 

mis-mating. 
 Locking system for prevention of 

unauthorised removal. 
 Customer specific logo moulded into the 

housing. 
 Custom insulator colours. 
 Proprietary Design  A unique non-

standard connector system required 
where the customer wishes to use their 
own design. 

 Additional sealing for harsh environments. 
 Unusual or constrained spaces where 

standard products will not fit. 

 
 
EDAC boasts one of the widest ranges of Card Edge Connectors in the Industry. The cardEDGE+ range comes with many features and benefits that give the customer more 
flexibility with their design.  They are suitable for applications such as Power Supplies, Storage Devices, Navigational Equipment, Industrial Controls and many more. 
 
Reasons to think EDAC when you need a Card Edge Connector: 
 

Additional contact terminations    Extra mounting options 
Multiple card guide solutions      High temperature insulators 
Extra row spaces      Multiple PCB footprints 
Choice of insulator colours     Contact plating options 
Superior quality      Competitively priced   

 
These are just some of the options we offer in order to assist you with your design activities. U
more opportunity to tailor your interconnect requirements to your actual needs. 
 


